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Project proposal 

 

Project Name 
Provide 5 ambulances for the Ambulance and Emergency Unit in the 

Palestinian Ministry of Health- Gaza. 

Beneficiary 

Institution Palestinian Ministry of Health- Gaza 

Beneficiary Patients and injured in and out of hospitals and primary health care centers. 

Quantity 5 ambulances 

Estimated 

Budget 
$ 750003  

Duration 3 Months 

Concept 

Provide 5 ambulances for the Ambulance and Emergency Unit in MoH, due 

to the grave situation in Gaza and the events of the Great Return March. 

Which resulted in dozens of martyrs and thousands of injuries. As the 

provision of ambulance will contribute to the rescue of patients and injured 

and ease the crisis in the ambulance and emergency unit. 

Justification 

- The suffocating siege on the Gaza Strip for more than a decade. 

- To make up the urgent shortfall in the MoH 

- The disruption and damage of dozens of ambulances in the latest wars at the 

Gaza Strip. 

- The huge numbers of casualties in Great Return March 

- The grave economic and humanitarian situation in the Gaza Strip. 

Aims 
- Improving the services quality for the Ambulance and Emergency Unit. 

- Contribute to reducing the number of deaths by saving patients and injured. 

- Ensure continuity of health services for patients and the injured. 

Output 

- Provide the best service to patients, injured and the victims of Great Return March  

- Transferring sick, injured and martyrs from places of accidents to hospital. 

- Transferring patients and injured to crossings for treatment abroad. 

- Transfer critical cases from primary health care centers to hospitals. 

- Transfer of emergency cases from the hospital to central specialized hospitals. 

- Transfer dialysis patients from their home to dialysis centers in hospitals 

and vice versa. 
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Hereunder the general specifications of the proposed VW T6-High Roof, which include: 

The full specification and technical specifications of the VW T6 - Vehicle, the following 

specifications of the proposed VW T6 - Ambulance should be considered and shall meet the 

international standards specifications as follows: 

 

Technical Specifications: 

Model –VW T6 ambulance vehicle  
Volkswagen Transporter - VW Panel or VW Kombi van. 

Long wheelbase High Roof. 

  
Exterior dimensions. 

 2,477mm High roof height. 

5,304mm Long wheelbase length 

Engine: 

Diesel and petrol engines with the Euro 6 emissions standard. 
Dual clutch direct shift gearbox (DSG). 

2.0 liter BiTDI 204PS (150kW)1,2 

Combined cycle fuel consumption: 41.5-44.1mpg  

CO2 emissions: 177-166g/km 

Maximum torque: 450Nm 

Exterior: 

Color bright white  
Sliding door at the RT side with step 

High roof featuring high rear wing doors with windows. 

Rear wing doors with windows as standard with 250° opening angle hinges. 
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Wide stainless Back step with anti slipping surface preferable foldable one     

External emergency lights at the four sides and at the top of the vehicle red and amber color.   

Good quality electrical mirror with control from the driver cabin.  

External electrical plug or socket for electrical charging of medical equipment at the LT 

side (220-230v) with spring cover.   

Ventilation at the roof of the vehicle with protecting cover. 

2 electrical emergency flashes lights (blue /red) at the front shield. 

Color / paints and marks 

White color with highly reflective marks, sings and wide orange reflective phosphors straps 

along both sides front and back of the ambulance vehicles 20-30 cm width just below the 

windows 

Writing on the sides, front, back and roof of the vehicle   

Standard ambulance MOH together with red crescent as well as the ID number of the 

vehicle. (according to our local protocol)     

Driver cabin: 

Full option driver cabin with: 
Driver assistance systems. 

Parking sensor display. 

Rear-view camera display. 

Radio and infotainment. 

Composition Media DAB+ radio system. 

Safety systems. 
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Electronic Stabilization Programmed (ESP). 

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS). 

Traction Control System (TCS). 

Electronic Differential Lock (EDL). 

Airbags for both Driver and passenger front airbags as standard and occupants improved 

protection in the event of head-on impacts. 

Seatbelt warning Audio and visual signals. 

Air condition hot / cold with control panel  at both at the driver and patient compartment 

High quality sirens, horn and microphone with control for various warning tones  

 High quality Red Laser lightbars   

GPS and navigation system. 

Good quality communication antenna and communication device.  

Full electrical control of the windows shields and center lock.  

Enough storage places. 

Full control of the patient cabin lights 

No parier between the driver and patient cabin except behind the drivers half plastic barrier 

and stainless bars.  

Good quality comfortable seats for both the driver and the attendance in the front cabin. 

Patient cabin/compartment: 

Electrical instillation: 

All electrical instillations must comply with international safety standards. 
Electrical sources including the following: 

- 12 V sockets. 

- Good quality heavy duty UPS / converter 5000 W. 

- 12V TO 220 V. 

- External electrical socket with spring cover at the Lt side of the outer body of the 

vehicle. 

Control Panel for electrical supply to the multi function of the patient cabin including 

separated buttons for each function such as lights, air condition, ventilation, suction unit 

and all other different equipment.     

2 standard Battery durable high quality one of them for charging the equipment at the patient 

cabin.  

For florescent lights at the roof right above the patient with ability to control it from both 

the patient and the driver cabin.   

Illumination lights at the medical attendance head with control for light intensity.  
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Ventilation hatch with electrical vacuum to exchange air in the patient compartment with 

filters for dust and microorganisms. 

Good quality heavy duty air condition unit with filters for dust and microorganisms and 

controls panel at the patient and driver cabin. 

IV Fluids / blood Hanging System: 

- Four (4) hocks and straps to hold fluid in position and prevent moving or slipping. 
Patient compartment medical cabinet: 

- Well-arranged comply with the patient position designed and divided to meet the 

patient and medical attendance requirements (Arranged –ABCDE) all equipment 

needed for airway are at the patient head location such as central suction, oxygen, 

airway adjuncts and all equipment needed for monitors and defibrillation at the 

patient chest location and so on.  
- Enough storing spaces with labeled transparent plastic containers for medication and 

disposables. 

- Secured shelves for monitors and defibrillators and other equipment. 

- Suitable store place for long spinal board either in the side cabinet or underneath the 

main cot. 

- Enough store place for medical kits and bags right at the sliding door for easily 

handling when needed.    

Oxygen / suction Instillations: 

- Main Oxygen location at the rare of the ambulance for safety issue and for easily 

handle the cylinders when change it. 
- Installation at the patient head location central oxygen and suction. 

- Enough storing place for portable oxygen "D" size cylinders under the patient 

attendance bench.  

Attendance seats: 

- Medical attendance seat at the patient head. 
- Comfortable Foldable seat at a mobile base with fixation hand moved in all direction. 

- Lather cover will finished. 

- Seatbelt for shoulder and waist with automatic lock.    

Patient attendance bench: 

- Suitable comfortable lather bench (seat) with back. 
- Seatbelt for shoulder and waist with automatic lock.  

- Store space under the bench suitable for Back boards, oxygen cylinders and other 

equipment.    

The floor of the patient compartment: 
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- Well molded and blacktop under Neath of the floor. 
- The whole surface area covered with anti-slipping electrostatic stainless steel or PVC. 

- As one piece the stainless steel or PVC Covering the whole floor and the patient side 

cabinet, the bench and the under stretcher stores at least (15-20cm) above the floor to 

prevent the leaks of blood, vomits or body fluids underneath the cabinet or the bench 

or the narrow specs and prevent bad odor and contamination.       

Hanging / holding stainless steel bars: 

- Holding stainless steel bars located directly above the patient's an at the attendance 

head for hanging and grapping. 
- Another holding stainless steel bars at the entrance of the Rt. side sliding door for 

patient grapping. 

- Another 2 holding stainless steel bars at the both sides of the attendance bench.     

Medical Equipment: 

- Ferno-Flex Model 28 Roll-In Chair Cot Heavy Duty 

- Ferno - Long back board 

- Ferno universal head blocks. 

- Spider / fast straps. 

- Adjustable neck colar. 

- Scoop stretcher. 

- Ferno K.E.D. - Kendrick Extrication Device 

- Foldable stretcher. 

- Stair chair. 

- Short CPR board. 

- SAR Backpack Portable Deluxe Kit 
-  Jump kit. 

- Philips IntelliVue MP2 M4607A / X2 Battery 10.8V 1Ah Lithium Ion 

- Ventilator AutoVent™ 4000 CPAP Air Mix + Alarm 

- The Lifeline ECG AED 
- ACCUVAC Rescue Portable chargeable suction unit. 

- Manual suction unit handset type. 

- Ferno oxygen clips for "D" size cylinders 

- ZOLL M series portable chargeable Defibrillator/Monitor 

- 2 Aluminum Oxygen Cylinder "D" size 

- 2 Three outlet oxygen Pressure Regulator 0-25 lpm. 

- Infusion pump. 
- Syringe pump. 
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- Aluminum Oxygen Cylinder "E" size 

- Pulse oximeter figure print. 

- SWAT tourniquets for homeostasis 
 More details regarding technical data about each items or title will be provided upon 

request. 
 

 


